Abstract. To study relationship between quantum finite automata and probabilistic finite automata, we introduce a notion of probabilistic reversible automata (PRA, or doubly stochastic automata). We find that there is a strong relationship between different possible models of PRA and corresponding models of quantum finite automata. We also propose a classification of reversible finite 1-way automata.
Introduction
Here we introduce common notions used throughout the paper as well as summarize its contents.
We analyze two models of probabilistic reversible automata in this paper, namely, 1-way PRA and 1.5-way PRA.
In this section, we define notions applicable to both models in a quasi-formal way, including a general definition for probabilistic reversibility. These notions are defined formally in further sections.
If not specified otherwise, we denote by Σ an input alphabet of an automaton. Every input word is enclosed into end-marker symbols # and $. Therefore we introduce a working alphabet as Γ = Σ ∪ {#, $}.
By Q we normally understand the set of states of an automaton. By L we understand complement of a language L. Given an input word ω, by |ω| we understand the number of symbols in ω and with [ω] i we denote i-th symbol of ω, counting from the beginning (excluding end-markers).
By C we denote the set of all configurations of an automaton. This set is countably infinite.
After its every step, a probabilistic automaton is in some probability distribution p 0 c 0 + p 1 c 1 + . . . + p n c n , where p 0 + p 1 + . . . + p n = 1. Such probability distribution is called a superposition of configurations. Given an input word ω, the number of configurations in every accessible superposition does not exceed |Q| in case of 1-way automata, and |ω||Q| in case of 1.5-way automata.
A linear closure of C forms a linear space, where every configuration can be viewed as a basis vector. This basis is called a canonical basis. Every probabilistic automaton defines a linear operator over this linear space.
Let us consider A. Nayak's model of quantum automata with mixed states. (Evolution is characterized by a unitary matrix and subsequent measurements are performed after each step, POVM measurements not being allowed, [N 99] .) If a result of every measurement is a single configuration, not a superposition, and measurements are performed after each step, we actually get a probabilistic automaton. However, the following property applies to such probabilistic automata -their evolution matrices are doubly stochastic. This encourages us to give the following definition for probabilistic reversible automata:
Definition 1.2. A probabilistic automaton is called reversible if its linear operator can be described by a doubly stochastic matrix, using canonical basis.
To make accessible configurations of type q i #ω$ , we assume that every word is written on a circular tape, and after the right end-marker $ the next symbol is the left end-marker #. Such precondition is the same as used for quantum finite automata. (See, for example, [KW 97] .)
At least two definitions exist, how to interpret word acceptance, and hence, language recognition, for reversible automata.
Definition 1.3. Classical acceptance. We say that an automaton accepts (rejects) a word classically, if its set of states consists of two disjoint subsets: accepting states and rejecting states, and the following conditions hold: -the automaton accepts the word, if it is in accepting state after having read the last symbol of the word; -the automaton rejects the word, if it is in rejecting state after having read the last symbol of the word.
We refer to the classical acceptance automata as C-automata further in the paper.
Definition 1.4. "Decide and halt" acceptance. We say that an automaton accepts (rejects) a word in a decide-and-halt manner, if its set of states consists of three disjoint subsets: accepting states, rejecting states and non-halting states, and the following conditions hold:
-the computation is continued only if the automaton enters a non-halting state. Following the notions above, QFA-MC can be characterized as C-automata whereas QFA-KW and QFA-N as DH-automata.
In Section 2, we discuss properties of PRA C-automata (PRA-C). We prove that PRA-C recognize the class of languages a * 1 a * 2 . . . a * n with probability 1 − ε. This class can be recognized by QFA-KW, with worse acceptance probabilities, however [ABFK 99 ]. This also implies that QFA-N recognize this class of languages with probability 1 − ε.
Further, we show general class of regular languages, not recognizable by PRA-C. In particular, such languages as (a,b)*a and a(a,b)* are in this class. This class has strong similarities with the class of languages, not recognizable by QFA-KW [AKV 00].
We also show that the class of languages recognized by PRA-C is closed under boolean operations, inverse homomorphisms and word quotient, but is not closed under homomorphisms.
In Section 3 we prove, that PRA DH-automata do not recognize the language (a,b)*a.
In Section 4 we discuss some properties of 1.5-way PRA. We also present an alternative notion of probabilistic reversibility, not connected with quantum automata.
In Section 5 we propose a classification of reversible automata (deterministic, probabilistic and quantum).
1-way Probabilistic Reversible C-Automata
Definition 2.1. 1-way probabilistic reversible C-automaton (PRA-C) A = (Q, Σ, q 0 , Q F , δ) is specified by a finite set of states Q, a finite input alphabet Σ, an initial state q 0 ∈ Q, a set of accepting states Q F ⊆ Q, and a transition function
where Γ = Σ ∪ {#, $} is the input tape alphabet of A and #, $ are end-markers not in Σ. Furthermore, transition function satisfies the following requirements:
For every input symbol σ ∈ Γ , the transition function may be determined by a |Q| × |Q| matrix V σ , where (V σ ) i,j = δ(q j , σ, q i ).
Lemma 2.2. All matrices V σ are doubly stochastic iff conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1 hold.
Proof. Trivial.
⊓ ⊔
We define word acceptance as specified in Definition 1.3. The set of rejecting states is Q \ Q F . We define language recognition as in Definition 1.5.
A linear operator U A corresponds to the automaton A. Formal definition of this operator follows:
Given a superposition of configurations
Using canonical basis, U A is described by an infinite matrix M A . To comply with Definition 1.2, we have to state the following:
Lemma 2.4. Matrix M A is doubly stochastic iff conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1 hold.
Proof. Condition (1) takes place if and only if the sum of elements in every column in M A equal to 1. Condition (2) takes place if and only if the sum of elements in every row in M A equal to 1.
⊓ ⊔
This completes our formal definition of PRA-C. Use of end-markers does not affect computational power of PRA-C. For every PRA-C with end-markers which recognizes some language it is possible to construct a PRA-C without end-markers which recognizes the same language.
(Number of states needed may increase, however.) See Appendix for further details.
Lemma 2.5. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C A with interval (p 1 , p 2 ), exists a PRA-C which recognizes the language with probability p, where
Proof. Let us assume, that the automaton A has n − 1 states. We consider the case p 1 + p 2 > 1.
Informally, having read end-marker symbol #, we simulate the automaton A with probability 1 p1+p2 and reject input with probability p1+p2−1 p1+p2 . Formally, to recognize the language with probability p2 p1+p2 , we modify the automaton A. We add a new state q r / ∈ Q F , and change the transition function in the following way:
Now the automaton has n states. Since end-marker symbol # is read only once at the beginning of an input word, we can disregard the rest of transition function values, associated with #: ∀q i , q j , where
. The transition function satisfies the requirements of Definition 2.1 and the constructed automaton recognizes the language with probability p2 p1+p2 . The case p 1 + p 2 < 1 is very similar. Informally, having read end-marker symbol #, we simulate the automaton A with probability 1 2−p1−p2 and accept input with probability
Theorem 2.6. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C, it is recognized by PRA-C with probability 1 − ε.
Proof. We assume that a language L is recognized by a PRA-C automaton
. Let us consider a system of m copies of the automaton A, denoted as A m . We say that our system has accepted (rejected) a word if more (less or equal) than mδ automata in the system have accepted (rejected) the word. We define language recognition as in Definition 1.5.
Let us consider a word ω ∈ L. The automaton A accepts ω with probability p ω ≥ p 2 . As a result of reading ω, µ ω m automata of the system accept the word, and the rest reject it. The system has accepted the word, if µ ω m m > δ. Let us take η 0 , such that 0 < η 0 < p 2 − δ ≤ p w − δ. Estimating the probability that
In case of m Bernoulli trials, Chebyshev's inequality may be used to prove the following ([GS 97], p. 312):
The last inequality induces that
Finally, putting (3) and (5) together,
On the other hand, let us consider a word ξ / ∈ L. The automaton A accepts ξ with probability p ξ ≤ p 1 . If we take the same η 0 , 0 < η 0 < δ − p 1 ≤ δ − p ξ and for every ξ we have
Due to (6) and (7), for every ε > 0, if we take n > 1 4εη 2 0 , we get a system A n which recognizes the language L with interval (ε 1 , 1 − ε 2 ), where ε 1 , ε 2 < ε.
Let us show that A n can be simulated by a PRA-C. The automaton
is constructed as follows: 
In essence, Q ′ is n-th Cartesian power of Q and the linear space formed by A ′ is n-th tensor power of the linear space formed by A. If we take a symbol σ ∈ Γ , transition is determined by
A
′ simulates the system A n . Since matrix direct product of two doubly stochastic matrices is a doubly stochastic matrix, ∀σ V ′ σ are doubly stochastic matrices. Therefore our automaton A ′ is a PRA-C. We have proved that ∀ε > 0 the language L is recognized by some PRA-C with interval (ε 1 , 1−ε 2 ), where ε 1 , ε 2 < ε. Therefore the language L is recognized with probability 1 − ε.
⊓ ⊔ Proof. Let us consider automata A = (Q A , Σ, q 0,A , Q F,A , δ A ) and B = (Q B , Σ, q 0,B , Q F,B , δ B ) which recognize the languages L 1 , L 2 with probabilities p 1 , p 2 > 2 3 , respectively. Let us assume that A, B have m and n states, respectively. Without loss of generality we can assume that p 1 ≤ p 2 .
Informally, having read end-marker symbol #, with probability 1 2 we simulate the automaton A 1 and with the same probability we simulate the automaton A 2 .
Formally, we construct an automaton C = (Q, Σ, q 0 , Q F , δ) with the following properties.
with an exception that:
2 ), where Proof. Let us consider languages L 1 , L 2 recognized by some PRA-C automata. By Theorem 2.6, these languages is recognizable with probability 1 − ε, and therefore by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7, union and intersection of these languages are also recognizable. If a language L is recognizable by a PRA-C A, we can construct an automaton which recognizes a language L just by making accepting states of A to be rejecting, and vice versa.
⊓ ⊔
It is natural to ask what are the languages recognized by PRA-C with probability exactly 1.
Theorem 2.9. If a language is recognized by a PRA-C with probability 1, the language is recognized by a permutation automaton.
Proof. Let us consider a language L and a PRA-C A, which recognizes L with probability 1.
If a word is in L, the automaton A has to accept the word with probability 1. Conversely, if a word is not in L, the word must be accepted with probability 0. Therefore,
Consider a relation between the states of A defined as
R is symmetric, reflexive and transitive, therefore Q can be partitioned into equivalence classes
In fact, having read a symbol in the alphabet, A goes from one equivalence class to another with probability 1.
Hence it is possible to construct the following deterministic automaton D, which simulates A. The states are s 0 , . . . , s k and Proof. Let us consider finite alphabets Σ, T , a homomorphism h :
, which recognizes L with interval (p 1 , p 2 ). We prove that exists an automaton B = (Q, Σ, q 0 , Q F , δ ′ ) which recognizes the language h −1 (L). Transition function δ of A sets transition matrices V τ , where τ ∈ T . To determine δ ′ , we define transition matrices V σ , σ ∈ Σ. Let us define a transition matrix V σ k :
where m = |h(σ k )|. Multiplication of two doubly stochastic matrices is a doubly stochastic matrix, therefore B is a PRA-C. Automaton B recognizes h −1 (L) with the same interval (p 1 , p 2 ).
⊓ ⊔ Corollary 2.11. The class of languages recognized by PRA-C is closed under word quotient.
Proof. This follows from closure under inverse homomorphisms and presence of end-markers #, $.
Even if PRA-C without end-markers are considered, closure under word quotient remains true. See Appendix for details.
Lemma 2.12. If A is a doubly stochastic matrix and X -a vector, then max(X) ≥ max(AX) and min(X) ≤ min(AX).
Proof. Let us consider
Therefore x j is greater or equal than any component of AX. The second inequality is proved in the same way.
⊓ ⊔ Theorem 2.13. For every natural positive n, a language L n = a * 1 a * 2 . . . a * n is recognizable by some PRA-C with alphabet {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }.
Proof. We construct a PRA-C with n + 1 states, q 0 being the initial state, corresponding to probability distribution vector
The transition function is determined by (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrices
The accepting states are q 0 . . . q n−1 , the only rejecting state is q n . We prove, that the automaton recognizes the language L n .
Case ω ∈ L n . Having read ω ∈ a *
. Therefore all ω ∈ L n are accepted with probability 1.
So the word ω 1 a s is accepted with probability 1− t−s t(n−s+1) . By Lemma 2.12, since t−s t(n−s+1) < 1 t , reading the symbols succeeding ω 1 a s does not increase accepting probability. Therefore, to find maximum accepting probability for words not in L n , we have to maximize 1 − t−s t(n−s+1) , where s < t, 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1, 2 ≤ t ≤ n. Solving this problem, we get t = k + 1, s = k for n = 2k, and we get t = k + 1, s = k or t = k + 2, s = k + 1 for n = 2k + 1. So the maximum accepting probability is 1 − 1 (k+1) 2 , if n = 2k, and it is 1 − 1 (k+1)(k+2) , if n = 2k + 1. All in all, the automaton recognizes the language with interval 1
(Actually, by Theorem 2.6, L n can be recognized with probability 1 − ε). ⊓ ⊔ 
Definition 2.16. We say that a regular language is of type ( * ′ ) if the following is true for the minimal deterministic automaton recognizing this language: Exist three states q, q 1 , q 2 , exist words x, y such that 
Proof. We paraphrase a result from the theory of finite semigroups. Consider a state q and a word x. Since number of states is finite, 
That forms transitions qx = q 1 , qy = q 2 , q 1 x = q 1 , q 1 y = q 2 , q 2 x = q 1 , q 2 y = q 2 . We have satisfied all the rules of ( * ).
3) If a language is of type ( * ), it is of type ( * ′ ) or ( * ′′ ). Consider a language whose minimal deterministic automaton has construction ( * ). By Lemma 2.18, ∃t∃b q 1 y b = q t and q t y b = q t ; ∃u∃c q 2 x c = q u and q u x c = q u .
If q 1 = q t , by the 4th rule of ( * ), ∃z q t z = q 1 . Therefore the language is of type ( * ′′ ). If q 2 = q u , by the 5th rule of ( * ), ∃z q u z = q 2 , and the language is of type ( * ′′ ). If q 1 = q t and q 2 = q u , we have qx
We are going to prove that every language of type ( * ) is not recognizable by any PRA-C. For this purpose, we recall several definitions from the theory of finite Markov chains ([KS 76], etc.) A Markov chain with n states can be determined by an n × n stochastic matrix A, i.e., matrix, where the sum of elements of every column in the matrix is 1. If A i,j = p > 0, it means that a state q i is accessible from a state q j with a positive probability p in one step. Generally speaking, the matrix depends on the numbering of the states; if the states are renumbered, the matrix changes, as its rows and columns also need to be renumbered. 
Definition 2.28. A Markov chain is called doubly stochastic, if its transition matrix is a doubly stochastic matrix.
We recall the following theorem from the theory of finite Markov chains: Proof. Assume existence of q 0 such that q 0 is not accessible from itself. Let Q q0 = {q i | q 0 → q i } = {q 1 , . . . , q k }. Q q0 is not empty set. Consider those rows and columns of A, which are indexed by states in Q q0 . These rows and columns form a submatrix A ′ . Each column j of A ′ must include all non-zero elements of the corresponding column of A as those states are accessible from the state q j , hence also from q 0 and are in Q q0 . Therefore ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, 
Theorem 2.29. If a Markov chain with a matrix A is irreducible and aperiodic, then a) it has a unique stationary distribution
Proof. Consider an m × m doubly stochastic matrix A. By Lemma 2.31, ∀i
is a doubly stochastic Markov chain with a matrix
Proof. A b,a > 0 means that q b is accessible from q a in one step. We have to prove, that q b → q a . Assume from the contrary, that q a is not accessible from
As in proof of Lemma 2.31, consider a matrix A ′ , which is a submatrix of A and whose rows and columns are indexed by states in Q q b . Each column j has to include all nonzero elements of the corresponding column of A. Therefore ∀j, Proof. If q a → q b then exists a sequence q i1 , q i2 , . . . , Proof. Assume from the contrary, that A is a PRA-C automaton which recognizes a language L ⊂ Σ * of type ( * ′ ). Since L is of type ( * ′ ), it is recognized by a deterministic automaton D which has three states q, q 1 , q 2 such that q 1 = q 2 , qx = q 1 , qy = q 2 , q 1 x = q 1 , q 1 y = q 1 , q 2 x = q 2 , q 2 y = q 2 , where x, y ∈ Σ * . Furthermore, exists ω ∈ Σ * such that q 0 ω = q, where q 0 is an initial state of D, and exists a word z ∈ Σ * , such that q 1 z = q acc if and only if q 2 z = q rej , where q acc is an accepting state and q rej is a rejecting state of D. Without loss of generality we assume that q 1 z = q acc and q 2 z = q rej .
The transition function of the automaton A is determined by doubly stochastic matrices V σ1 , . . . , V σn . The words from the construction ( * ′ ) are x = σ i1 . . . σ i k and y = σ j1 . . . σ js . The transitions induced by words x and y are determined by doubly stochastic matrices X = V σi k . . . V σi 1 and Y = V σj s . . . V σj 1 . Similarly, the transitions induced by words ω and z are determined by doubly stochastic matrices W and Z. By Corollary 2.32, exists K > 0, such that
Consider a relation between the states of the automaton defined as R =
By (9), this relation is reflexive.
Suppose exists a word
By Corollary 2.34, since both Consider the word x K y K . The transition induced by this word is determined by a doubly stochastic matrix C = Y K X K . We prove the following proposition. States q a and q b are in one equivalence class if and only if q a → q b with matrix C. Suppose q a → q b . Then (q a , q b ) ∈ R, and q a , q b are in one equivalence class. Suppose q a , q b are in one equivalence class. Then
By (9), q i
We have proved the proposition. By the proved proposition, due to the renumbering of states, matrix C is a block diagonal matrix, where each block corresponds to an equivalence class of the relation R. Let us identify these blocks as C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C n . By (9), a Markov chain with matrix C is aperiodic. Therefore each block C r corresponds to an aperiodic irreducible doubly stochastic Markov chain with states [q ir ]. By Corollary 2.30, lim m→∞ C m = J, J is a block diagonal matrix, where
K is a block diagonal matrix with the same block ordering and sizes as C and J. (This does not eliminate possibility that some block of Y K is constituted of smaller blocks, however.) Therefore JY K = J, and lim
However, by construction (
This is a contradiction. ⊓ ⊔ Lemma 2.36. If a regular language is of type ( * ′′ ), it is not recognizable by any PRA-C.
Proof. Proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 2.35. Consider a PRA-C which recognizes the language L of type ( * ′′ ). We prove that for words x, y exists constant K, such that for every ε exists m, such that for two words Proof. Consider a homomorphism a → a, b → b, c → a. Similarly as in Theorem 2.13, the language (a,b)*cc* is recognizable by a PRA-C. (Take n = 2, It is easy to see that the class of languages recognized by PRA-C is a proper subclass of languages recognized by PRA-DH. For example, the language a(a,b)* is recognizable by PRA-DH. However, the following theorem holds:
Proof. Assume from the contrary that such automaton exists. While reading any sequence of a and b, this automaton can halt only with some probability p strictly less then 1, so accepting and rejecting probabilities may differ only by 1-p, because any word belonging to the language is not dependent on any prefix. Therefore for each ε > 0 we can find that after reading of a prefix of certain length, the total probability to halt while continue reading the word is less then ε.
In this case we can apply similar techniques as in the proof of Lemma 2.35, such that for words x, y exists constant K, such that for every ε exists s, such that for two words
4 Alternative Approach to Finite Reversible Automata and 1.5-way Probabilistic Reversible Automata
′ is a valid probabilistic automaton then we can call A and A ′ probabilistic reversible automata.
Definition 4.1. An automaton of some type is called weakly reversible if the reverse of its transition function corresponds to the transition function of a valid automaton of the same type.
Note: in case of deterministic automaton where δ : Q × Γ × Q −→ {0, 1} this property means that A' is still deterministic automaton, not nondeterministic.
In case of one-way automata it is easy to check that this definition is equivalent to the one in Section 2.
We give an example that illustrates that in case of 1.5-way automata these definitions are different. 
Definition 4.3. 1.5-way probabilistic reversible C-automaton A = (Q, Σ, q 0 , Q F , δ) is specified by Q, Σ, q 0 , Q F defined as in 1-way PRA-C Definition 2.1, and a transition function
where Γ defined as in 1-way PRA-C definition and D = {0, 1} denotes whether automaton stays on the same position or moves one letter ahead on the input tape. Furthermore, transition function satisfies the following requirements: Proof. The Q = {q 0 , q 1 }, Q F = {q 1 }, δ is defined as follows
It is easy to check that such automaton moves ahead according to the transition of the following deterministic automaton
So the probability of wrong answer is 0. The probability to be at the m-th position of the input tape after n steps of calculation for m ≤ n is C m n . Therefore it is necessary no more than O(n * log(p)) steps to reach the end of the word of length n (and so obtain correct answer) with probability 1 − Definition 5.1. We say that a unitary matrix U is a prototype for a doubly stochastic matrix S, if ∀i,
Not every doubly stochastic matrix has a unitary prototype. Such matrix is, In Introduction, we demonstrated some relation between PRA-C and QRA-M-DH (and hence, QRA-M-C). However, due to the example above, we do not know exactly, whether every PRA-C can be simulated by QRA-M-C, or whether every PRA-DH can be simulated by QRA-M-DH. 
. Function δ ′ satisfies the requirements (1) and (2) of Definition 2.1.
We define Q So the input word #ω is accepted with probability p
Now we are going to prove that PRA-C without end-markers recognize the same languages as #-PRA-C automata.
If A is a #-PRA-C, then, having read the left end-marker #, the automaton simulates some other automata A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A m−1 with positive probabilities p 0 , . . . , p m−1 , respectively. A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A m−1 are automata without end-markers. By p i,ω , 0 ≤ i < m, we denote the probability that the automaton A i accepts the word ω.
We prove the following lemma first.
Lemma A.2. Suppose A ′ is a #-PRA-C which recognizes a language L with interval (a 1 , a 2 ). Then for every ε, 0 < ε < 1, exists a #-PRA-C A which recognizes L with interval (a 1 , a 2 ), such that
Here n is the number of automata without end-markers, being simulated by A, and p i,ω is the probability that i-th simulated automaton A i accepts ω.
Proof. Suppose a #-PRA-C A ′ recognizes a language L with interval (a 1 , a 2 ). Having read the symbol #, A ′ simulates automata A 
Now we construct the #-PRA-C A, which satisfies the properties expressed in Lemma A.2. For every i, we make g i copies of A ′ i . Having read #, for every i A simulates each copy of A ′ i with probability
gi . The construction of V # is equivalent to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.7. Therefore A is characterized by doubly stochastic matrices. A recognizes L with the same interval as A ′ , i.e., (a 1 , a 2 ).
Using new notations, A simulates n automata A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A n−1 with probabilities p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n−1 , respectively. Note that ∀i p i − 1 n < ϕ n . Let p i,ω be the probability that A i accepts the word ω.
Consider ω ∈ L. We have p 0 p 0,ω + p 1 p 1,ω + . . . + p n−1 p n−1,ω ≥ a 2 . Since p i < 1+ϕ n , 1+ϕ n (p 0,ω + p 1,ω + . . . + p n−1,ω ) > a 2 . Hence p 0,ω + p 1,ω + . . . + p n−1,ω > a 2 n 1 + ϕ > a 2 n 1 + ε .
Consider ξ / ∈ L. We have p 0 p 0,ξ + p 1 p 1,ξ + . . . + p n−1 p n−1,ξ ≤ a 1 . Since Proof. Consider a #-PRA-C which recognizes a language L with interval (a 1 , a 2 ). Using Lemma A.2, we choose ε, 0 < ε < A simulates A 0 , . . . , A n−1 . Let us consider the system F n = (A 0 , . . . , A n−1 ). Let δ = 1 2 (a 1 + a 2 ). Since ε < a2−a1 a2+a1 , a2 1+ε > δ and a1 1−ε < δ. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6, we define that the system accepts a word, if more than nδ automata in the system accept the word.
Let us take η 0 , such that 0 < η 0 < a2 1+ε − δ < δ − a1 1−ε .
Consider ω ∈ L. We have that 
On the other hand, consider ξ / ∈ L. So 
The constant η 0 does not depend on n and n may be chosen sufficiently large. Therefore, by (19) and (20), the system F n recognizes L with bounded error, if n > 1 2η 2 0 . Following a way identical to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.6, it is possible to construct a single PRA-C without end-markers, which simulates the system F n and therefore recognizes the language L.
⊓ ⊔
